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Montage

Nightmare
at the

T

Picasso
Museum

he greatest museum
of Picasso’s works
has been engulfed by
scandal and crisis. Closed
for the past five years, it is
finally ready to reopen its
doors to the public. But has
the bitter struggle for Picasso’s legacy been resolved?
On June 30, 1972 Pablo
Picasso created his last selfportrait. He had depicted
himself many times before,
but never like this. His face
looked like a skull with
stubble. Its colour was
greenish-grey.
The mouth was a straight
slit. Only the lines under
his eyes proved his features
were flesh and not raw bone,
which seems to protrude
from his head at the left of
the picture, where it is set
against red fire, blood, or a
setting sun.
From his youthful selfportraits to his bare-chested
appearance, at the age of 75,
in Henri-Georges Clouzot’s
1956 film The Mystery of
Picasso, the artist, so fit and
long-lived, enjoyed showing
off his muscular body. But
in his last images of himself,
the shoulders that were
still so powerful when he
displayed them in Clouzot’s
adoring film had shrunk
to the dried flatness of a
mummy.

Pride of place
This was his 91st year.
Picasso looked at himself
without illusions, underlining the true state of things
with heavy black lines.
When friends came to
visit he would show them

Pablo Picasso

the self-portrait of June 30.
It had pride of place on an
easel apart from his routine
clutter. He wanted to know
how others saw it.
Picasso habitually studied
his own works in this meditative way: his studio, and all
his homes, were filled with
his own artworks, going
right back to juvenilia from
his teenage years in Spain.
He kept a bank vault in
Paris, filled with paintings,
prints, sculptures, and even
poetry. But his self-portrait
as a death’s head was something else; he kept goading
friends to interpret it, insisting they gaze with him into
its big terrifying eyes. This

Lyrics

picture of a death foreseen
was, for Picasso, “a mirror”,
his friend and biographer
John Richardson told me.
Less than a year after
making it, he died, at home
in Mougins in the south of
France, on 8 April 1973.

Advertisement
He was buried at the foot
of Mont Sainte-Victoire in
Provence, in a striking final
homage to Cézanne – whose
hesitant, searching paintings of this mountain did
so much to inspire Picasso’s
cubist revolution in the early
years of the 20th century.
He was survived by his

fromheart
my
Mid-ascension
Would have been the princess
Destined to be.
Had my Royal lineage been alive.
Tho’ it was not to be; I am not sad
When from nowhere I found a Prince
In God's beautiful hands...
He wore no golden robes
Instead, an innocent endearing smile.
No crown upon his head,
That glittered in princely gems...
The glow upon his wondrous face,
Was as sacred as my Saviour's...
But, why art thou so distant, my Lord?
Each time I seek thee morn and night;
Yearn to feel thy spiritual presence,
In my heart every minute of the day.
When I hear thy resonant voice calling,
Afloat in air and far away...
Is it that I see thee so differently?
From rest of thy earthlings around.
That cross thy path as days are done.
They fear thou holds no love in thy heart
Nor feel its depth, even for trusting-me.
Tho’ thou art the Lord I see in thee...
-Princess

second wife, Jacqueline, as
well as his “legitimate” son
by his first marriage, Paulo,
and Paulo’s three children,
Pablito, Marina and Bernard.
Then there was his former
lover Marie-Thérèse Walter
and their daughter Maya.
And Françoise Gilot, the
author of Life with Picasso,
a merciless picture of an
ageing artist lording it over
his much younger lover, rich
with embarrassing details
of his habits and opinions
– such as his insistence that
one cannot be a real woman
without becoming a mother.
After failing to prevent its
publication in 1964, Picasso

tried to cut their children,
Paloma and Claude, out of
his life.
He also left 1,876 paintings, 1,335 sculptures, 7,089
standalone drawings, 18,000
prints, 2,880 ceramic pieces
and 149 notebooks of drawings. It was the greatest
collection of Picasso’s art
in either private or public
hands.
After his death, the vast
personal collection that was
discovered in his various
studios and homes befuddled even his closest friends
and most intimate students.
No one had known the scale
and substance of this private dimension to Picasso’s

genius. It was not just the
stupefying quantity of works
he kept, but how and why
he kept them, which had no
equivalent in art.

Legacy
The collection that Picasso left came to about 70,000
items. But it took nearly a
decade to sort out his legacy.
First, the rights of his children and grandchildren had
to be established – hardly a
simple matter.
Picasso loved fatherhood,
as his portraits of his children demonstrate, but he
performed its duties inconsistently.
As the diverse and fragmented Picasso family tried
to settle the estate, they suffered a series of misfortunes
that still offer the darkest
possible material to those
who see the painter of Guernica as a misogynist who
ruined the lives of his wives,
mistresses, children and
even grandchildren.
His grandson Pablito died
from drinking bleach a few
days after being refused
admittance to Picasso’s
funeral by his second wife,
Jacqueline, who kept out
everyone but herself and his
eldest son.
Pablito’s father Paulo
died in 1975, after a life
wrecked by alcohol. MarieThérèse Walter, the lover
whose opulent body is the
theme of some of his wildest art, hanged herself in
1977. Nearly a decade later,
in 1986, Jacqueline herself
committed suicide.
Even in his lifetime,
Picasso saw his private life
become unpleasantly public.
It is sometimes implied his
lovers were passive victims
of his demanding, even
childish character but more
than one of them got her
own back in print.
Fernande Olivier, the
lover of Picasso’s youthful
days in Montmartre, was
first to publish in 1930. Gilot
caused even more of a sensation with her revelations.
In 2001, Marina Picasso,
Paulo’s daughter, published a
book accusing her grandfather of damaging her childhood, first by crushing her
father’s character, and then
by refusing adequate financial help to a family he knew
to be struggling.
Out of the infernal soap
opera of the Picasso family
in the 1970s, Claude Picasso,
the painter’s only surviving
son, emerged as the leader of
the family and took a highly
influential role in shaping
Picasso’s artistic legacy.
Tobe continued

Hilda Gomes Tennakoon

A world of

‘Different
Strokes’
Chaminda
Molligoda

by Husna Inayathullah
The beauty of art is that
its value is based on the
skill of the artist; the individual’s drawing and painting technique, the material
they are most comfortable
with and the subject matter
that inspires them.
This is evident in the
exhibition
‘Different
Strokes’ which will feature
the artistic expressions of
Hilda Gomes Tennakoon
and Chaminda Molligoda.
The two artists are of different backgrounds and experiences with the commonality being their love for art.
Hilda Tennakoon, a
retired teacher has taught
in schools from Madampe
Wijaya Maha Vidyalaya
in Ratnapura to Visakha
Vidyalaya and Belvoir College in Colombo and she
herself was a student at the
School of Fine Arts.

She said, “Art has
always filled me
with great joy, ever
since my childhood.
I drew whenever
and wherever I
had the space and
time for it. When
I was a student at
the School of Fine
Arts I learned to
bring an element
of novelty to my
creations”.
A writer currently working at
TBWAi Lanka, Chaminda
Molligoda shares this passion for art. “I have always
had the ability to draw and
thanks to Cora Abraham
Art class and a few classes
I took while at university I
have been able to improve
my skill.
“As for inspiration, I get
that from anywhere, but
mostly animals and people.
These two subjects hold
a fascination for me which
I can’t seem to get from
the inanimate, but that’s not
to say I won’t find inspiration in a tangle of coloured
wires. Though my style is
realistic I bring in some
abstract elements just to
add value to the entire piece
of work”.
The ‘Different Strokes’
exhibition will be held on
November 15 and 16 at
the National Art Gallery,
Colombo 7. It will be open
to the public from 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

A
new
city
in
A prayer for the making
sunshine
I can still
Faintly recall
That there was a drizzle
When, I at last
Reached my not so close
Step-brother's home
After being told
Over the phone
In between sobs
About my aged-mother's demise
And I left
The loss, deeply
Perhaps,
As I was not prepared
For such a shock
At that precise moment
Necessitating to be
A weary traveller
Of an arduous journey
Creeping slowly
A feeling of aloofness
Enveloping my lost soul
As the sorrowful mourners
Passed the coffin
In a long line
Showing their obeisance
While I felt
Like a total stranger
And as apt
I made a quick retreat
To a distant relative's abode
Nearby,
Seeking hitherto denied rest
Hopefully
With the best intentions
Of restoring
Life enlivening
Peace of mind
Fighting heroically
Against feelings of
Melancholy and depressing gloom
-Ranjan M. Amarasinghe

The city gleams, the city beams,
Waterways, walkways, arcades, gardens,
Flowers in bloom, intermingled with the
Colours of the rainbow
Myriad of blooms in heavenly hues,
Will not blush unseen,
As the poet says,
Pavements splendidly done,
With a finish so beautiful,
Adding colour, bringing colour,
To the enviorns,
It's not just beauty, but beauty for a cause
Buildings reborn with colour.
Reinstating the past glories,
Back to light,
The Independence Arcade,
A heaven on earth
A mission and a vision,
Shade to soothe the weary,
The Race Course a symbol of the affluence
Was sunk to depths of despair,
Raised to valiant standards again,
The sunk grand, Grand Stand,
Once a majestic realm.
With all its glories,
Was left open to the skies
Dilapidated, deteriorated,
Now again reborn,
Brought to light,
The onlooker – who passed with a sigh,
Will now pass with a smile
The floating markets, waterways, walkways
The gardens, the gold square,
The citadel is a heaven on earth,
With all its virtues,
It is the Wonder of Asia,
And the beauty of Lanka,
Our motherland.
- Patricia Mangalika Yahampath

Farewell to
childhood
Oh.... dear childhood
It hurts me a bit
When I recall the past.
Why are you leaving me so soon?
I want to be
On my mother's lap forever
I want to be
in my father's arms forever
I want to be
With my little friends forever
Dear time, why are you taking
all those things away from me?
Please let me be in that fantasy
I want to be mischievous again
But my mind doesn't let me to
I want to wear my papa's clothes,
and act like him again
But now his clothes barely fit me;
I want elder sisters to pinch my cheeks
and say, “You are so damn cute” again,
But now it's funny they don't even look at me
Alas! Childhood is leaving me
So, I have to climb another
Step in my life
- Tharinda Jayaweera

